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Theoretical study of strong-interaction dynamics heretofore has concentrated on reactions between two-particle channels, human capacities still not having mastered the combined requirements of Lorentz invariance, analyticit~ and unitarity for this simplest reaction type. The time nonetheless is ripe for serious study of multihadron systems. It has long been recognized (a) that unitarity precludes dynamical isolation of two-particle from multiparticle channels, and (b) that indefinite proliferation of particle production characterizes any relativistic process.· Theoretical attention to such questions has been inhibited not by belief in their unimportance but by the technical difficulties attendant on an indefinitely increasing number of spinmomentum variables. Recent experimental and theoretical developments, however, have suggested a general kinematical technique for decomposing arbitrarily large particle systems into finite subunits of manageable proportionsj the approach may loosely be described as "multiperipheral."
In this paper we propose a physically plausible and theoretically tractable dynamical equation suggested by multiperipheral kinematics.
The physical content of our equation is equivalent to that presented by Chew, Goldberger, and Low,l our work being stimulated by theirs. The difference between the two papers lies in the kinematical techniques employed. The principal advantage in the techniques of this paper is the simplicity achieved through almost complete diagonalization of the kernel of the integral equation. Both the inhomogeneous and homogeneous problems then become tractable. We began this work motivated by the desire to clarify the crude multi-Regge bootstrap model of Chew and Pignotti (CP),2 and the ensuing equation -2- amounts to a generalization of that proposed in 1962 by Fubini and ' ,"
collaborators. 3
After diagonalization our multiperipheral equation is of the Fredholm type in a single variable, with both kernel and inhomogeneous term fixed by "input" Regge poles. The derivation employs forwarddirection unitarity 1n two-p:1rticle elastic scattering, but applicability of the underlying principles to broader situations will be app:1rent.
The kernel of the equation, in particular, is independent of the amplitude being unitarized, so the determination of Regge poles as eigenvalues of the kernel is correspondingly channel-independent.
An important aspect of multiperipheral dynamics is the broad basis that it provides for Regge asymptotic behavior. It will be seen tha t any finite number of "input" Regge poies lead to "out put" Regge * poles.
Regge cuts are also to be expected, but these are dynamically and unambiguously related to the poles. (Being an expression of unitarity, our equation encompasses the effects often described as "absorptive.")
A second important feature of the multiperipheral equation is that it never strays outside the physical region. The kernel correspondingly has direct physical meaning and there can be no divergence difficulties.
* We confine ourselves her'~ to forward-direction unitarity, and the where is an element of the three-parameter rotation group which constitutes the little group of the kth particle momentum Pk' and w(Pk) is the three-parameter transformation connecting ,an arbitrary * reference frame to the rest frame of particle k ..
* We may associate an explicit set of six' parameters with b k as follows:
where R z and Ry are rotations about the indicated axes and B z is a boost. The two initial rotations in ~, characterized by elk and '¢k' merely serve to define the direction about which particle spin is to be measured. Thus there are really only four degrees of freedom per particle. 
The expansion coefficient M ( ... p ..• ) can be interpreted as the
amplitude for finding ~ to be the z component of the spin of particle k in some arbitrarily oriented rest frame, sk being the magnitude of the particle spin.
Conservation of energy-momentum,
(B-6) must be remembered 'as placing a constraint on the set of wk's, while
Lorentz invariance implies that
The set of elements (b .
•• b ) . corresponds to the association a b with each particle of a conventional rest frame. ,The kinematic description proposed by BCP is similar in spirit to that of Toller but selects a set of conventional frames in which momentum transfers play the role occupied above by the particle momenta. This momentum-transfer· emphasis is better suited to multiperipheralism.
-6-Let Q. denote a four-momentum transfer, such that . 1.
i;..l Q.
.1.
-p +) ' :. p. ,
corresponding to Fig. 1 . Now in the rest frame of the ~th outgoing particle the three-momenta of Q i and Q i + 1 are collinear, since
We now adopt the convention that in the special rest frame assoeiated with b. these three-momenta lie along. the z axis. If we 'as sume sp1celike
1.
momentum transfers, a boost along the z axis can bring Q. to the 1. .
form (B-tO)
The re~uired boost isuni~uely determined by t. and t. l' and the 1. 1.+ -frame (i,r) defined in this way is seen to be the same as that designated with a similar but slightly different notation by BCP. The reason for the al~atlve approach here is to amplify the significance of· the Lorentz transformation 'associated with the frame (i,r).
Let us designate by a i the Lorentz trans·formation connecting the frame (i,r) to our fixed'reference frame. Still fo11owi~g BCP, we introduce the zboost ~ which carries the frame (i,r) to a £Tame (i+l, .e) in which Q has the form i+1 have been uniquely defined.
.!
The two ends of the chain in Fig. 1 require sep3 .rate consideration.
Starting with the b O frame, a z boost defines a special rest frame of Pa which we may denote (O,r) and associate with the transformation a O '
We then z-boost from (O,r) to (1,£), where ~ has only a z component, thereby defining ~ The frame (l,r) has already been defined, so we achieve a meaning for gl' In particular, with the recursive property (B",14) . Even though the a.
are not fully independent of each other (as are the, g.), they will turn out to be requiring that in the rest frame of p3.rticle b,
In the present approach this constraint is satisfied by an inductive process. Energy and momentum are conserved at the leftmost "vertex", in the BCP chain and the phase sp3.ce is so constructed that the addition of each new "vertex" automatically satisfies energy-momentum conservation.
Thus if we require that conservation is the crucial first step in formulating a recursive phase space. That this approach is not the same as the BCP approach" will become clear when it is noted that in the BCP approach (C-l) is used to eliminate rb whereas in the present approach rb is a variable of the phase space and gl will be eliminated by using: (C-1')(a).
Let us begin with the momentum phase space for n+2 particles:
Eliminating Po via the energy-momentum delta function and successively converting from Pi to Q. according to Fig. 1 ) we find but now (C-8) where rb is a rotation, rather than an element of the form' (B~13).
If we parameterize rb as using FormUla (B-12) and the mass shell delta functions:
Putting all factors together we finally have The defining characteristic of multiperipheral models is the factorization of the amplitude into a product of functions that each depe~ds on only a finite number of variables, the functional 'form of an individual factor being independent of the total number of particles.
Motivation forassvming localized particle 'correlation comes from the experimental observation that the mean transverse momentum of any produced particle is small and independent of total energy. If produced Let us make a multiple 0(2,1) decomposition of the absolute s~uare of the amplitude (summed over final-particle helicities) ,
This expansion is completely general, [ds. ] UCRL-18616 -18-residue factor R /7 '(t,t') is large only for It I and It'l both * small.
Unitarity gives for the absorptive part of the elastic (ab ~ ab)
forward amplitude the expression
where it is understood that
is held fixed in the integration. Designating by (n/(b al bb) the contribution to A from n-particle production, we now introduce an auxiliary function
*
The pair of superscripts yy' on the residue R c~n be used to specify the type of particle produced.at the vertex y of the BCP chain. [In fact, for a given pair of adjoining poles at ·O:y(t) and o:y,(t·'), there is rarely more than one possible stable particle that can be emitted from the intervening vertex.]
The sum over y and y' thus includes all possible arrangements of particle types along the chain if we understand that the vertex boost ~ depends on these indices. Because of the emphasis on small values of It. /, double counting is expected to be .
~ .
unimportant.
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The relation between (n)A and (n)B is then UCRL-18616
. rb n+l cos . ~+l (n) m a a n + l , n+l . n+l
The heart of multiperipheral dynamics lies in the recursion relation that can be read off from the definition (D-4 ):
where a I aqg I. and cosh q (m 2 _ t _ t I )/2 (tt 1)1/2 .
r . Without prejudging the question of whether an off-shell kernel can be found that corresponds to an arbitrary on-shell kernel, we stress that by the leading singularities in A.. ·Ourdynamics of course yields the complete absorptive part, not simply an asymptotic representation thereof.
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